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WALKING
         THERAPY

Training Course with Jonathan Hoban



TRAINING COURSE 
WITH JONATHAN HOBAN

Diversify your practice with CPD Walking Therapy Training, 
delivered by Psychotherapist, Author and Walking Therapy 
pioneer, Jonathan Hoban. Overseen by the BACP 2018 Ethical 
Framework criteria, this immersive course provides your team 
with full training so they can practice Walking Therapy with 
immediate effect. 

Walking Therapy is a progressive and comprehensive approach 
to counselling, coaching and psychotherapeutic services, that’s 
leading the way for a more holistic form of therapy. 

Walking Therapy combines clinical expertise and physical exercise 
that takes place in natural outdoor settings to bring about more 
profound results and allows you to work with clients to improve 
their physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.

“Walking is a way to get you to 
listen to yourself openly and 
honestly, without all the noise 
that our endless inner critic 
inflicts upon us.  

Nature is our greatest healer. 
It’s time to start walking and 
reclaim the wildness in all of us.

When we walk we find the 
space to process our feelings 
and we begin to have the 
courage to be vulnerable and 

honest with ourselves. 
Walking awakens the intuition 
that helps us face up to our 
difficulties and walk alongside 
them, enabling us to find 
positive solutions to our 
problems. 

Our ancestors knew all about 
movement - they walked across 
the planet, understanding 
nature and learning to respect 
and work in harmony with it.” 

- Jonathan Hoban
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THE COURSE LEADER
— JONATHAN HOBAN

His methodology combines a range of highly effective therapeutic 
models that include mindfulness meditations, creative strategies, 
pragmatic advice, and the most up to date coaching practices to 
provide both you and your client with an ‘essential tool kit’. He 
coined the phrase Walking Therapy and started his ‘Walking Therapy 
London’ practice in 2013. 

Having been featured on prime time BBC London News and in 
numerous publications including The Telegraph, Independent, Daily 
Mail, Guardian, Stylist and many more, he has now struck a major 
book deal with Yellow Kite an imprint of Hodder and Stoughton 
called ‘Walk With Your Wolf’ out in May 2019. His new book is 
a part-memoir, self help and life coaching book that explores 
the restorative power of nature. It examines how walking and 
reconnecting with nature can provide healing properties to those 
who suffer from a wide range of mental health issues. His expertise 
on Walking Therapy is second to none and he is passionate about 
educating others via his Walking Therapy training course. 

Jonathan Hoban is an Integrative Psychotherapist 
and registered member of the British Association of 
Counselling Psychotherapy (BACP).
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ELEVATE YOUR PRACTICE. 
ELEVATE YOUR RESULTS. 

As a professional therapist, the Walking Therapy CPD training 
course enables you to:

• Develop your therapy practice with a progressive new approach
• Work outdoors while harnessing the psychological, physiological, 
   spiritual and psychotherapeutic effects of walking in nature in 
   order to help a wider range of clients
• Be able to offer clients who struggle with clinical environments 
   with an alternative way to work with you
• Stay at the forefront of psychotherapeutic knowledge, 
   developments, style and motivational interventions
• Provide your clients with a progressive way of healing that 
  supports body, mind and soul. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Walking Therapy offers an innovative and holistic approach 
to counselling that equips clients with the tools they need to 
become more solution-focused. Taking place within a naturally 
therapeutic outdoor setting, it combines physical exercise with 
counselling, psychotherapy, mindfulness and coaching. As such, 
Walking Therapy is proven to help clients with:

• Reducing anxiety
• Alleviating stress
• Improving anger issues
• Coping with depression
• Helping with health complaints such as blood pressure, diabetes 
   and dementia
• Improving strategic thinking and creative thought processes
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WALKING THERAPY ENABLES 
YOU TO HELP A BROADER 
RANGE OF CLIENTS IN A MORE 
NATURAL AND COMFORTABLE 
ENVIRONMENT. IT IS IDEAL FOR: 

• Clients who suffer from hyper arousal or claustrophobia
• Those struggling with anxiety or stress
• Parents who can walk and talk with buggies 
• People whose jobs give them little opportunity to experience 
   nature
• Clients who are intimidated by the formal environment of a 
   counselling practice room
• Encouraging clients and the therapist to explore the 
   psychological, physiological and spiritual parts of their being 
   and relationship.
• Enabling clients to become more expressive with their body 
   language, which gives you more insight into a clients’ psyche  
   than is possible inside a therapy room. 
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THERAPIST AND CLIENT BENEFITS 

Walking Therapy is perfect for clients who may feel too anxious, 
overwhelmed and ‘under the spotlight’ inside a therapy room, 
sitting directly in front of a therapist for a prolonged period of 
time. Walking side by side tends to feel less ‘confrontational’ 
and more ‘supportive’.

Walking is scientifically proven to be one of the most effective 
ways to reduce stress. Therefore integrating walking with 
counselling in a natural outdoor setting, makes this a very 
effective, powerful and reparative model for both client and 
therapist. 

Walking outdoors provides the client and therapist with 
physical space, head space, fresh air and endorphin-releasing 
mood-enhancing exercise.

Walking Therapy reintroduces both client and therapist back to 
the ‘great outdoors’ that some may have disconnected from or 
forgotten about completely whilst living in the city. 

Both therapist and client are able to move their bodies and 
express themselves more freely during each session and 
therefore feel more relaxed. This makes each session feel far 
less ‘static’, and allows both client and therapist to feel less 
inhibited and more openly expressive in their physical and 
emotional expression.

The process of walking side by side takes away the pressure 
for both client and therapist to make eye contact with each 
other, which also makes each silence that occurs far more 
comfortable to bare. This helps clients to free-associate and 
process their emotions more effectively.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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THERAPIST AND CLIENT BENEFITS 

•

•

•

•

•

•

Walking Therapy overall creates a far more relaxed 
environment and therapeutic experience for all concerned. 
This helps to decrease clients hyper-arousal levels and 
helps keep them feeling engaged and supported within the 
therapeutic process. 

Being in the open air and surrounded by nature also helps the 
therapist to feel less hyper aroused when managing powerful 
counter-transferences. The nurturing parallel process that 
occurs between therapist, a natural environment and walking 
beside each other, creates a powerful support network for all.

Walking helps each therapist to feel re-energised, invigorated 
and full of life. The benefits from walking and physical exercise 
and increased endorphin and dopamine levels help each 
session feel more upbeat, optimistic and far more progressive.

Being outside throughout all weathers, and watching the 
seasons change over the course of the year helps increase 
personal clarity and perspective. Both client and therapist can 
quite literally witness life ‘moving forward’ not ‘backward’ being 
surrounded by the changes in seasonality around them.

Walking Therapy can be delivered all year round, and doesn’t 
require a therapist to book a room. This allows therapists to 
save money and therefore provide more lower cost sessions 
to clients, which makes it more affordable for them in the 
short and long term.

Different changes in weather helps encourage each client 
to become more forward thinking in how they are going to 
‘prepare’ for the session. And this esteem-able action helps 
encourage them take more accountability and responsibility in 
their life decisions.
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THERAPIST AND CLIENT BENEFITS 

•

•

•

•

•

The ‘process of walking’ also helps to reduce anxiety, work 
stress, diabetes, dementia, anger, blood pressure, and 
depression.

The release of endorphins through physical movement also 
helps to increase creative thought processes and enhanced 
strategic thinking patterns during creating far more solution-
focused sessions. 

Stepping up the walking pace during sessions can help both 
therapist and client physiologically channel out negative 
unwanted feelings that may have got stored in the body. This 
can help alleviate physical ailments, by reducing stress in the 
body.

Oxytocin otherwise known as ‘The Love Hormone’ is also 
released when being surrounded by nature due to the 
meditative, and relaxing effects and this helps to significantly 
deepen the therapeutic relationship, by increasing connection, 
trust and bonding.

Scenic, picturesque outdoor settings that produces sounds, 
scents and many other different types of stimulus, helps to 
recall memories, thoughts and feelings during Walking Therapy 
sessions. Client reactions and intuitive responses to stimuli 
that take place in the ‘here and now’ makes each session 
become far more full of emotional energy, which over time has 
helped me to experience and understand each client far more 
deeply.
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WHO IS CPD WALKING 
THERAPY TRAINING FOR?

CPD Walking Therapy is for you if:

• You’re a qualified and fully registered counsellor, 
   psychotherapist, psychologist or coach.
• You’re accredited with the appropriate professional body in 
   relation to your practice.
• You hold an up to date DBS certificate.
• You’re au fait with current ethical guidelines and procedures 
   within your regulatory body. 
• Are receiving supervision or clinical supervision from your 
  governing body.

PRICING

    COST  TIME  PARTICIPANTS

ONE TO ONE TRAINING £ 350  1.5 HRS 1 PARTICIPANT 

HALF DAY ON SITE*  £ 600  3 HRS  UP TO 4

FULL DAY ON SITE*  £ 1200  7 HRS  UP TO 6

*Includes: Training - Group discussion & questions - Overseeing 
practice sessions - Feedback & helping to incorporate training. 

*Does not include: Travel costs.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?

The CPD training covers the following aspects of Walking Therapy:

ASSESSMENT 

• How to assess the suitability of a prospective client to work with you
• How to register that client correctly with your practice 
• How to conduct a Walking Therapy session 
• Avoiding and dealing with countertransference 
• Developing the therapeutic relationship in an outdoor setting

SETTING BOUNDARIES

• Learning how to work experientially when walking in nature
• In depth analysis and awareness of body language – in both the 
  client and the therapist and how to interpret and react to signals  
  during the Walking Therapy session
• Guidelines for setting boundaries with each client
• How to negotiate the softening of boundaries outside of the 
  clinical environment 
• Post session analysis and reporting
• How to manage payment 

HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

• The practicalities of ensuring a public space can have the 
   required level of privacy during a Walking Therapy session
• Ensuring client comfort during the walk 
• Route planning and assessing the suitability of various walks
• Essential contractual considerations for walking therapists
• Cancellation policies and protocol 
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CLIENT FEEDBACK

10

“Jonathan’s walk and talk CPD was very useful. I’ve been thinking 
for some time about doing Walking Therapy, given the associated 
physical and emotional benefits of being outdoors. I also like the 
concept of movement forward in terms of its implications within 
the therapeutic relationship. The practicalities, however, I was 
unsure of and this is what motivated me to seek out Jonathan.

I did an hour’s session with him, around Richmond Park. It was 
a really good combination of working experientially, whilst also 
then addressing practical aspects more directly. The theme of 
boundaries was discussed in depth, as was counter-transference 
and how it can differ outside compared to the confines of the 
therapy room. The result was that I both got a sense of what it 
is like for clients to experience walk and talk therapy as well as 
a greater grasp of the implications from the perspective of the 
therapist.”

— CLAIR NEIL, PSYCHOTHERAPIST 

“I have been thinking about offering walking therapy for a while 
in my therapy practice so I decided to contact Jonathan to sign 
up for his CPD walking therapy training. We walked around 
Hyde Park and the training was a great balance of practicalities 
of walking with a client (there’s a lot more to consider than you 
would think} as well as the many therapeutic applications of 
walking together in the outdoors. Excellent training and well 
worth the trip to London. I’ve now got the skills and confidence to 
offer walking therapy to clients. If you are considering including 
walking therapy in your practice this training is invaluable!”

— EILEEN FISHER, PSCYHOTHERAPIST



CLIENT FEEDBACK

10

I completed Jonathan’s 1:1 walking therapy training in 
Richmond Park last week and found it extremely valuable. 
Jonathan made the session fun and informative at the same 
time, covering sensible practicalities as well as other aspects 
of walking therapy that just wouldn’t come up in the therapy 
room so are vital to be aware of. 

Issues like pace, distance between you and your client, taking 
a pause - all those aspects of a walking therapy session are an 
integral part of the process and Jonathan’s training allows the 
space to consider these and their impact. Thank you Jonathan 
for setting me on my walking therapy journey. 

— CANDICE JOHNSON, PSYCHOTHERAPIST & SUPERVISOR



CLIENT FEEDBACK

10

“During my CPD with Jonathan I discovered many things about 
facilitating walking therapy, finding my my time with Jonathan 
insightful and informative; not least very enjoyable. I  was 
pleasantly surprise to discover that much more could be gained 
from walking therapy than I had originally anticipated and I was 
very impressed by its immediate virtues and effectiveness as well 
as its potential long term benefits; revealed through my personal 
responses and reflection.”

— JACQUELINE MILES, PSYCHOTHERAPIST

“I’d naturally started walking with my clients and I could sense the 
potential there to deliver a great experience but how well each 
walking session went felt very hit and miss, leaving me frustrated. 
I knew my coaching could be better but I just didn’t know how to 
improve it outdoors. During the training, Jonathan shared his years 
of experience walking with clients and clarified the key parts of 
successful walking sessions using demonstrations and examples. I 
really appreciated how he tailored the training, spending extra time 
on aspects I was unfamiliar with and on more familiar topics taking 
time to discuss examples from my own client work.

Jonathan is truly in his element while walking and training 
with him in this way helped me feel what I want my clients to 
experience with coaching outdoors, a greater sense of clarity, 
creativity and control. I’m now more confident with clients and 
can professionally deliver inspirational and insightful coaching 
experiences outdoors.

I highly recommend training and working with Jonathan.”

— ADAN REALEY, COACH, CHANGE THE DIAL



UTILISE THE POWER OF NATURE.
ACTIVATE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL WELLBEING.
ELEVATE CLIENT RESULTS.

www.jonathanhoban.com


